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The marriage tie is considered a protection for both the male and the female: 'They feminine plural are raiment
for you masculine plural and you are raiment for them. The fact of the matter is that nowhere in these verses
does it say that a man and only a man has the right to terminate a marriage. Akbik 9 it. If all else fails, it also
permits equitable divorce. Al-uqud agreements can be further broken down into five general subtypes
depending on their stipulations. Any desired specific stipulations for the marriage e. Ali writes that the
consensus on the pre-Islamic understanding of the 11 Ibid. Within marriage, there should be harmony
mutually built with love and mercy  Even though this argument has been nullified it would be a false
dichotomy to rely on the argument made by classical jurists as these amounts shed light on their argument as
well. There are two ways of applying the four optional amounts to the classical understanding of the mahr.
This suggests that although she may have been young, she still acted as a free person. Akbik 14 The lack of a
canonical foundation of the mahr being a purchasing price for sexual rights of a bride opens the door for an
alternative marriage contract. This approach is particularly disadvantageous to Muslim women who form their
marital contracts abroad and do not expect for their agreements to be interpreted under American common
law. The duration of the partnership leaves room for both temporary and permanent marriages. The male
guardian of a woman can supersede her own authority and thus over her ability to marry freely. Under Islamic
law and tradition, a couple, prior to marriage, must execute a marriage contract. Oxford: Oneworld
Publications. In the Hanafi School, there is a mandated prerequisite of equality of the partners in all respects
including the personal status of the partners. Jurists believe that the goal of a mufawadah is to allow someone
to use the capital of either partner to benefit their association. If all levels were acceptable payments for the
same product, then there would be no need to pay the higher amounts for the same product. Shaban, 88 Cal.
As mentioned above this would be no different in practice as a spouse having a power of attorney. Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, , 6. However, the Qur'an does not rule out the possibility of difficulty, which it
suggests can be resolved. Oxford: Oxford University Press. In order for Muslim-American women to achieve
financial equity upon divorce, American courts must take into account the cultural and religious norms that
underlie mahr agreements. As there is a lack of any mention of these classes in the canon and the fact this
notion disagrees with any notion of equality amongst people, the argument is invalid. Such enforcement and
non-enforcement has produced devastating results for financially dependent Muslim women during property
distribution and spousal support proceedings. Oxford: Oneworld. Akbik 11 understanding and refusal to
accept this type of contract shows little hope for a marital contract of this nature to be based in this school. The
Prophet married many women who were older and had already borne children from previous marriages.
Although the focus thus far has been mainly on how nikah affects heterosexual couples, my outlined
suggestion below for an alternative and equitable contract could easily be used to unite any two people in
marriage regardless of their sexual orientation.


